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POL/R
SUBjECT: RECENT TERRORIST ACTIVITIES IN SAO PAULO

USIS ECON DAO-3
MI6P-2 RECENT INCIDENTS INVOLVING TERRORISTS. A GUN BATTLE OCCURRED
PSO FILES IN THE CENTER OF DOWNTOWN SAO PAULO BETWEEN POLICE AND GROUP
SY ADMIN OF YOUTHS DURING WHICH ONE POLICEMAN AND ONE TERRORIST KILLED
AND TWO TERRORISTS CAPTURED. ALL TERRORISTS INVOLVED WERE
IDENTIFIED AS STUDENTS IN THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO (USP).

2. SECOND INCIDENT INVOLVED VOLKSWAGEN LOADED WITH DYNAMITE
WHICH EXPLODED ACCIDENTALLY IN DOWNTOWN SAO PAULO EARLY
MORNING OF SEPT. 4 AND IN WHICH TWO TERRORISTS WERE KILLED.
ONE HAD BEEN IDENTIFIED AS SECRETARY OF STUDENT UNION ALSO OF
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY, USP.

Comment: So far as CONGEN aware this is first incident
in which terrorists have proved to be students actually
involved. One of the terrorists was of Japanese origin and in the
past have heard previous reports that quite a few Japanese are
involved in subversive student organizations.
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